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Hearing Summary: Medicare’s Durable Medical Equipment Competitive Bidding 

Program: How are Small Suppliers Faring? 
 
On Tuesday, September 11, 2012 the Subcommittee on Healthcare and Technology held a 
hearing titled, Medicare’s Durable Medical Equipment Competitive Bidding Program: How 
are Small Suppliers Faring?  
 
In 2011 a “competitive bidding” program for Medicare’s Durable Medical Equipment was 
established in order to provide greater value while ensuring beneficiary access to 
supplies. The House Small Business Subcommittee on Healthcare and Technology, chaired 
by Rep. Renee Ellmers (R-NC), held a hearing to examine the effect of the new policies on 
small providers.  

The hearing explored the entrepreneurial community’s two major concerns with the program: 
the bids are non-binding and some say that it is not a true bidding process because 
Medicare comes up with the contract award pricing and suppliers must decide if they can 
provide the supplies at that cost.  

The hearing was comprised of two panels, one government and one small business panel. 
During the first panel Laurence Wilson, Director of Chronic Care Policy Group at Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services claimed that the program has saved $202 million since its 
implementation in 2011 and that 51% of the contracts were awarded to small businesses 
and the program had essentially no negative effects on small businesses in the industry.  

The second panel could not have disagreed more. The second panel was comprised of a 
contract bidding expert and two small business owners. Peter Cramton, Ph. D. and 
Professor of Economics at the University of Maryland said that there is nothing scientific 
about the implemented contract bidding process and that having Medicare set the prices of 
contracts encouraged a “race to the bottom” meaning the quality of the product and patient 
treatment will suffer significantly. Dr. Cramton also said that so far this process has 
“obliterated 4,000 small businesses.”  

One such business that has greatly suffered from this new program is Advacare Home 
Services, President and CEO Tammy Zelenko testified that the competitive bidding model 
that Medicare now uses has stunted her company’s growth for the first time since it was 
founded. She was only offered one contract and had to pass on it because she could not 
provide her company’s walkers at the price given by Medicare.  

Randy Mire, owner of a small pharmacy in Louisiana testified that many patients in his area 
are not receiving their medical supplies in a timely fashion and are often forced to go to him 
for products to hold them over while they receive their supplies via mail. Adding first had 
observation of the program’s effects on Medicare patients thus far.  

Committee members we unanimously appalled by the negative impacts the new program 
has had on the small business community and assured the panel that they would be looking 
into a solution.   



 


